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the fantom-x series' new performance features make it the perfect tool for musicians. the fantom-x8 has a five-octave split keyboard with split + + and split - - keys, and 88-key-weighted hammer action. use the split buttons to instantly call up four of the fantom-x series' 25 incredible patch banks. for
example, press the split + + button to call up the split piano patch, and use the split - - button to call up the split hammer action patch. theres more to come. watch the demo video below to see how easy it is to use the fantom-x series. creating your own sounds has never been so easy. the new fantom-
x series has a dedicated sounds browser, where you can browse through over 2,000 of the world's most popular sounds, and assign one or more to any of the fantom-x's 25 patch banks. after that, use the fantom-x series' new sound & effect controls to change the sound of your entire keyboard to suit
your style. or assign multiple sounds to a single key, and get up to the full 25-voice polyphony of the fantom-x series. for the first time, you can load a variety of instruments and effects directly into the fantom-x series. the new sound & effect controls let you browse through a range of presets, which
can be assigned to a single or multiple keys. the programmable giga control lets you easily choose the scale, key range, and key center for any sound. use the cool send option to quickly and easily swap sounds between banks. you can choose from 16 mic preamps and a range of recording formats,
and capture performance data, too. bank 3 features a wide variety of ethnic sounds with a particular emphasis on instruments from the middle east. blown instruments include balaban, mey, ney, kaval, zurna, tulum and kemen. plucked instruments include kanun, oud, bouzuki, mandolin, cumbus,

bagalama and sitars. many of these have tremolo and other articulation versions included to take advantage of the expanded articulation features of the motif xf.
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the motif xs xf also has a new roland-developed 88-key piano and a roland-developed 88-key piano for acoustic piano sounds. the 88-key piano also features separate multi-samples for every velocity stage, resulting in a distinctive and realistic sounding piano that has a nice low end. with these
separate multi-samples, even the bass sounds are more realistic. one of the biggest advantages the fantom-x series has over its competition is its ability to connect to multiple sound sources at once. if you have a daw that lets you write sounds into the sequencer, then youll be able to choose what

sounds to output from any of the fantom-x series' expansion slots. theres no sound clipping, and if you cant find the right sound in the bank, you can always add an external microphone or musical instrument to the mix. and if you are looking for that perfect sound for your song, the expansion slots let
you add your own custom sounds. if you have ever dreamed of having your own custom sound bank to customize sounds to your own needs and stylistic preferences, then the fantom-x series is for you. the fantom-x is the only synth that can connect to multiple external sound sources at once. the

fantom-x series is the flagship of the roland workstation family, offering musicians nearly 1gb of wave memory when fully expanded, and 128-voice performance. at the top of the vast soundset is roland's finest 88-key split stereo-sampled piano, with each note individually sampled at multiple velocities.
in addition, the fantom-x provides room for four srx expansion boards, so users can customize their soundsets to their specific needs and stylistic preferences. 5ec8ef588b
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